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Abstract. A major problem in object recognition is that a novel image of a given object can be different from
all previously seen images. Images can vary considerably due to changes in viewing conditions such as viewing
position and illumination. In this paper we distinguish between three types of recognition schemes by the level at
which generalization to novel images takes place: universal, class, and model-based. The ﬁrst is applicable equally
to all objects, the second to a class of objects, and the third uses known properties of individual objects. We derive
theoreticallimitationsoneachofthethreegeneralizationlevels. Fortheuniversallevel, previousresultshaveshown
that no invariance can be obtained. Here we show that this limitation holds even when the assumptions made on the
objects and the recognition functions are relaxed. We also extend the results to changes of illumination direction.
For the class level, previous studies presented speciﬁc examples of classes of objects for which functions invariant
to viewpoint exist. Here, we distinguish between classes that admit such invariance and classes that do not. We
demonstrate that there is a tradeoff between the set of objects that can be discriminated by a given recognition
function and the set of images from which the recognition function can recognize these objects. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that although functions that are invariant to illumination direction do not exist at the universal level,
when the objects are restricted to belong to a given class, an invariant function to illumination direction can be
deﬁned. A general conclusion of this study is that class-based processing, that has not been used extensively in the
past, is often advantageous for dealing with variations due to viewpoint and illuminant changes.
Keywords: object recognition, invariance
1. Introduction
One of the main problems in recognizing 3D objects is
that a 2D image of an object depends not only on its
shapebutalsoontheconditionsunderwhichtheimage
was taken, e.g., viewpoint and illumination condition.
Imagesofthesameobjectmaythereforevaryconsider-
ably. Indailylifewerecognizeobjectsinnovelimages
despite the variations between images of the same ob-
ject. Existingcomputersystems, ontheotherhand, are
still limited in their ability to perform such an uncon-
strained object recognition task. Recognition schemes
developed in the past addressed the problem of rec-
ognizing objects in novel views by suggesting speciﬁc
techniques for overcoming variations between images
of the same object due to changes in viewing condi-
tions. In this paper we study general properties that al-
low such generalization to take place rather than focus
on a speciﬁc recognition technique. The main ques-
tion we address is what are the underlying processes
that allow natural or artiﬁcial systems to generalize the234 Moses and Ullman
recognition of an object from familiar views to novel
images.
1.1. Levels of generalization
We propose a classiﬁcation of different generalization
processes in recognition based on the speciﬁcity of the
informationusedtocompensateforvariationsbetween
images of the same object. We distinguish between
three different levels of speciﬁcity: universal; class-
based; and model-based. We deﬁne the three levels
and then study the limitations of each of them in over-
coming image variations caused by changes of view-
point and illumination direction. Roughly speaking,
the universal level is common to all images indepen-
dent of the speciﬁc set of objects to be recognized. For
example, theuseofedgeextractiontodealwithillumi-
nation changes is a universal process, applicable to all
the incoming images (Canny, 1986; Davis, 1975; Har-
alick, 1984; Marr and Hildreth, 1980; Torre and Pog-
gio, 1986). At the other extreme lies the model-based
level. At this level, the processing applied to compen-
sateforimagevariationsdependsonthespeciﬁcobject
to be recognized. An example of model-based pro-
cessing is recognition by 3D alignment (Fischler and
Bolles, 1981; Jacobs, 1992; Huttenlocher and Ullman,
1990; Lowe, 1987; Ullman, 1989; Ullman and Basri,
1991; Weinshall, 1993) as we describe in greater detail
below. An intermediate level of generalization is the
class-based level. At this level, the generalization pro-
cess uses properties associated with certain classes of
objects, for example, the class of faces (e.g. Kanade,
1977), the class of bilaterally symmetric objects (e.g.,
Fawcett et al. , 1994; Moses and Ullman, 1992), or the
class of planar objects (e.g., Lamdan et al. 1987; Roth-
welletal.,1992). Suchprocessesareapplicabletoany
image of an object that belongs to the class in question
without a precise model of the individual object.
Thesedifferentlevelsofgeneralizationareexplained
in Section 3. In general, the level at which the system
compensatesforvariationsbetweenimagesofthesame
objectplacesbasicconstraintsandrequirementsonthe
computational aspects of the recognition process. Un-
derstanding the theoretical limitations of each of the
three levels is important for the development of partic-
ular approaches to object recognition.
1.2. Recognition functions
Intheanalysisthatfollowswewillbeinterestedinthree
types of recognition functions: consistent, imperfect,
and optimal. We next brieﬂy describe these types of
recognition functions, a formal deﬁnitions are given in
Section 2. A recognition function can be regarded as a
function from images of objects from a given set, s,t o
some representation space, N. The representation can
be, for instance, an object name, or a canonical view.
Clearly, we would like a recognition function to map
different images of the same object to the same rep-
resentation (e.g., the same name) independent of the
conditions under which the images were taken (e.g.,
viewpoint). We call a recognition function consistent
if it can recognize an object from all of its images.
However, consistency is clearly a very strong require-
ment. For example, if two objects have a single image
in common, then they will be entirely unseparated by a
consistent recognition function. It is therefore natural
to also examine imperfect recognition functions that
are allowed to misidentify each object from a subset of
its images. Of the imperfect recognition functions, we
will still be interested in functions that misidentify ob-
jectsfromasfewimagesaspossible. Wethereforealso
examine optimal recognition functions, that recognize
an object from as many images as possible.
1.3. The goal of this paper
It was previously shown (Burns, Weiss and Riseman,
1992; Clemens and Jacobs, 1991; Moses and Ullman,
1992)thattherecognitionofanobjectfromnovelview-
points cannot be performed at the universal level. To
make recognition possible we can restrict the require-
mentofarecognitionfunctioninoneoftwoways: one
is to require less than full consistency, the other is to
restrictthesetofallpossibleobjectsandconsiderclass
and model-based recognition functions.
In this paper we will investigate the limitations of
universal, class-based, and model-based recognition
functions. For each of the three generalization levels
we will consider three types of recognition functions:
consistent, imperfect, and optimal. Furthermore, pre-
vious studies that relate to this question focused on
image variations due to viewpoint changes. In this pa-
per we extend the viewpoint results to variations due
to illumination direction. The main goal of this paper
can therefore be summarized in terms of ﬁlling all theGeneralization to Novel Views 235
Table 1. The goal: to ﬁll in this table.
Universal class model
Consistent
Optimal
Imperfect
entries in the the 3£3 table shown in Table 1. We will
refer again to this table in the ﬁnal discussion.
1.4. Previous results and summary of our results
Previous studies (Burns, Weiss and Riseman, 1992;
Clemens and Jacobs, 1991; Moses and Ullman, 1992)
establishedthatauniversalconsistentrecognitionfunc-
tionmustbetheconstantfunction(cannotdiscriminate
between any two objects). This result ﬁlls in the ﬁrst
entry of the table (universal/consistent) with respect to
viewing position. Here we extend this result to ob-
jects that consist of 3D contours rather than 3D point
set. We extend this result further by also considering
the effects of illumination changes. Existing recog-
nition systems often attempt to solve the illumination
problem at the universal level, by extracting contour
maps (e.g., edges), or special points (e.g., corners) that
are illuminant insensitive. It is well known that im-
age representations such as edge map have limitations
and can fail on complex images (for example, on face
images (Adini, Moses and Ullman, 1997)). Our study
shows in fact some of the limitations of an edge-based
representation which is quite widely used in practice.
We show that for grey-level images, a universal recog-
nition function that is consistent with respect to both
viewpoint and illumination direction must still be the
constant function. It follows that such a recognition
function will fail to discriminate between any two ob-
jects.
For universal imperfect recognition functions (i.e.,
functions that are allowed to missrecognize a subset of
the images), it was shown (Burns, Weiss and Riseman,
1992) that a recognition function must still be constant
if it is deﬁned on all objects except for a measure zero
setofobjects, andalltheirimagesexceptforameasure
zero set of images for each object. Here we extend this
result and show that even if the universal recognition
functionisallowedtofailtorecognizeeachobjectfrom
almost half of the set of its images, it must still be the
constant function. Finally, we also show that an opti-
mal recognition function does not exist at the universal
level.
Regarding the class-level of generalization (second
column of Table 1), a number of speciﬁc class-based
schemes have been proposed for dealing with view-
point variations by using invariant representations. (A
review of invariance for speciﬁc classes of objects is
given in Zisserman et al. 1995.) In this paper we
demonstrate that the existence of a recognition scheme
that can compensate for changes in viewpoint depends
on the class in question. Furthermore, it also depends
on the set of object-images for which the scheme is re-
quired to recognize the objects correctly. We demon-
strate how the set of images for which the recognition
functionisallowedtomisidentifytheobjectsaffectsthe
setofobjectsthatcanbediscriminatedbythisfunction.
Existing class-based schemes are restricted to image
variations resulting from viewpoint changes only. We
show that class-based processing can also compensate
forvariationsduetochangesofilluminationcondition,
althoughuniversalprocessingisinsufﬁcientundersim-
ilarconditions. Weconcludethattheclass-levelofpro-
cessing is often a useful approach for dealing with the
effect of viewing direction and illumination condition.
Finally, regarding the model-based level (third col-
umn of Table 1), we show that at this level it is al-
ways theoretically possible to overcome image varia-
tionsduetochangesinbothilluminationandviewpoint
conditions by using imperfect or optimal recognition
functions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 deﬁnitions of the functions used in this paper
are given. The three generalization levels are deﬁned
in Section 3. The theoretical study of the three gener-
alization levels is based on the notion of reachability
partition which is described in Section 4. The the-
oretical limitations of the universal, class-based, and
model-based levels are presented in Sections 5–7. Fi-
nally, Section 8 presents summary and discussion of
these results.
2. Recognition functions and consistency
Fordeﬁningthethreelevelsofgeneralization,itiscon-
venient to ﬁrst deﬁne the notion of a recognition func-
tion. Let s be a ﬁnite set of objects taken from a given
universe U. Let I be the set of images of the objects in
U. I depends on the set of objects in the universe U,
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as well as other imaging parameters such as viewpoint
or illumination directions. A recognition function is
a function from images of objects from the set U to
some representation space, N (e.g., the set of names
or canonical views of the objects). For example, in a
face recognition system the universe U is the set of hu-
man faces. The recognition function f will be deﬁned
for all face images: it may compute, for example, a
set of relative distances between facial features as in
(Kanade, 1977). In practice, the system will then be
applied to a ﬁnite set of faces.
Clearly, we would like a recognition function to be
consistent, i.e., to have the same value on different im-
ages of the same object. Formally, we deﬁne a recog-
nition function f to be consistent if its value in N is
identical for all images of the same object from the
set s. That is, if I1 = I(o;v1) and I2 = I(o;v2) are
two images of the same object o from the set s taken
from views v1 and v2 then f(I1)=f ( I 2 ) . Note that
a constant function is in particular also a consistent
recognition function, however, it cannot discriminate
between any two objects. We are therefore interested
also in recognition functions that can discriminate be-
tween objects in the set. A recognition function f is
called discriminative, if its value in N is different for
images of two distinct objects from the set s. That is,
if I1 = I(o1;v 1)and I2 = I(o2;v 2)are two images
of objects o1 and o2 from the set s, such that o1 6= o2,
then f(I1) 6= f(I2).
Note that when two objects in the set s have a com-
mon image, a recognition function cannot be consis-
tent and discriminative at the same time. We therefore
combine the properties of consistent and discrimina-
tive recognition functions and deﬁne an optimal recog-
nition function. A recognition function is said to be
optimal if it is discriminative, and at the same time it
is consistent on images of the same object that are not
common to other objects in the set. An optimal recog-
nition function can therefore discriminate between as
many objects as possible from a given set while still
recognizing each of the objects in the set from as many
views as possible. Following is a formal deﬁnition of
an optimal recognition function.
Deﬁnition 1. A recognition function for a ﬁnite set
of objects s is optimal if the following conditions hold:
1. If I1 and I2 are two images of the same object o 2
s, and I1 and I2 are not images of any other object
in s, then f(I1)=f( I 2) . (This is the consistency
property.)
2. IfI1isanimageonlyofobjecto1andI2isanimage
onlyofobjecto2, thenf(I1) 6= f(I2). (Thisisthe
discriminative property.)
3. If I is a common image of the objects oi;o j 2
s then f(I) is arbitrary. (In practice, it can be
consistent with either oi or oj.)
This is a natural deﬁnition, it simply means that f
performs correct recognition on all the unambiguous
images. It follows directly from this deﬁnition that for
any ﬁnite set of objects an optimal recognition func-
tion always exits. In Section 7 we will show that at the
model-based level (where s = U) any optimal recog-
nition function will fail to recognize each object only
from a ﬁnite set of its images. The question of the ex-
istence of class-based or universal optimal recognition
functions is addressed in Section 5 and 6.
Inadditiontotheinherentlimitationsplacedbycom-
monimages,arecognitionsystemmayinpracticemake
errors or misidentify an object from additional images.
For example, the human visual system sometimes fails
to recognize an unfamiliar view of an object such as
a bottle from a top view, that may in principle be rec-
ognizable (Biederman, 1985; Warrington and Taylor,
1978). It is therefore natural to examine recognition
functions that are not entirely consistent or optimal
(see also Section 5.1). We thus consider also imperfect
recognition functions: functions that fail to be consis-
tent on a subset of images of each object. An imper-
fect recognition function is consistent only on a subset
of images, the recognizable images. The recognition
function can have arbitrary values on the other images,
the confusable images. In this case, if I1 and I2 are
two recognizable images of the same object from the
set s, then f(I1)=f ( I 2) . However, if one of the im-
ages is a confusable image then f(I1) 6= f(I2) may
hold. Since in certain cases a consistent recognition
function does not exist (except the constant function)
it is of interest to inquire whether it is possible to rec-
ognize at least a subset of the images by an imperfect
recognition function. Clearly, in order for an imper-
fect recognition function to be interesting, the set of
recognizable images must be sufﬁciently large. This
question is addressed in Section 5.1 below.
In the analysis we focus on the issue of existence
rather than construction. That is, we study the limita-
tionsimposedonanyrecognitionfunctionbytheambi-Generalization to Novel Views 237
guity of common views. The question of constructing
an efﬁcient recognition scheme in different domains is
of course a major issue and the subject of many studies
in recognition.
3. Levels of generalizations
Differentrecognitionschemesattempttodealwithdif-
ferent universes of objects. Some recognition meth-
ods attempt to be general and not speciﬁc to particular
classes of objects. Other schemes attempt to develop
methods tailored to a speciﬁc class of objects, such as
human faces. Finally, some methods are developed
to deal with a known pre-determined set of objects,
such as a set of machine parts in a speciﬁc practical
application. Accordingly, we distinguish between the
universal, class, and model-based levels.
Model-based level: The universe U of model-based
recognition functions consists of a speciﬁc ﬁnite set of
objects s, that is U = s. In particular, a model-based
recognition function can be tailored for the speciﬁc set
of objects (s). The recognition function fs in this case,
may change when a new object is added to the set s
(learning a new object by the system).
The alignment approach is an example of model-
based recognition approach. In this case the viewpoint
of the image with respect to the model is computed
by a function that depends on the candidate model and
the image. The model is then transformed to align it
with the image. In the absence of sensor errors and
occlusions, the transformed model and the image will
becomeidenticalonlyiftheimagecontainsaninstance
of the model. The recognition process consists of ap-
plying this transformation to all models in its database.
This model-based processing allows generalization to
new viewing positions, but it is restricted to the set of
objects,s,alreadyexistinginthedatabase. Anotherex-
ample of model-based processing is provided by some
neural-network models. A network may be trained to
recognize all the digits from 0 to 9. To recognize a
new symbol, the system will have to be trained on the
additional symbol object, and a new function will be
coded by the net.
Universal level: At the other extreme lies the uni-
versal level: the universe U of universal recognition
functions includes all possible 3D objects. The ﬁnite
set of objects, s, that the system is required to recog-
nize may therefore consist of any subset of 3D objects.
The recognition function is deﬁned independently of
the set of objects that it will have to recognize. A uni-
versal recognition function can be regarded as a ﬁxed
bottom-up function that does not change when a new
object is added to s. In particular, a universal recogni-
tion function that is consistent with respect to a given
imaging parameter must be invariant to this parameter.
For example, an invariant function to changes of view-
point of all possible 3D objects, can be regarded as a
universal recognition function that is consistent with
respect to viewpoint changes.
Recognition schemes usually do not attempt to deal
with all possible 3D objects. However, universal pro-
cessing is still worth considering for two reasons. The
ﬁrst is to understand the limitations on the degree of
generality that can be expected from a recognition sys-
tem. The second motivation is that it is also possible
to consider universal processing for dealing with a re-
strictedsetofviewingparameters,ratherthantheentire
recognition process. In particular, universal methods
have been proposed to deal with changes of illumina-
tion. An example of a universal operation widely used
in computer vision is the extraction of contours from
grey-level images. A major goal of this intermediate
representation is to extract image features that are rel-
atively illuminant-insensitive. In biological systems
there is evidence suggesting a similar process that em-
phasizes intensity edges, that is applied in a uniform
manner by the primary visual cortex to all incoming
images (Hubel, 1962; Hubel and Wiesel, 1968). This
stage of processing was modeled as the application of
a set of local ﬁlters to the incoming image (Daugman,
1985;Marcelja, 1980;MarrandHildreth, 1980;Pollen
and Ronner, 1983). The question still remains whether
universalprocessingofthistypeissufﬁcienttoproduce
illumination insensitive representations. This question
is taken up in Section 5.3.
Class-based level: An intermediate level between the
universal and the model-based levels of generalization
is the class-based level. The universe U of a class-
based recognition function consists of all possible ob-
jects within a given class of objects. This class may
be, for example, the class of faces, cars, symmetric ob-
jects, or planar objects. The ﬁnite set of objects, s, that
the system is required to recognize can consist of any
subset of the objects in U. In this case the recognition
function depends on the class to which the object is as-
sumed to belong, and can use constraints imposed by
the class to compensate for changes in viewing condi-
tions. However, it is independent of the speciﬁc set of
objects, s, that can be selected from the class. When a238 Moses and Ullman
new object from the class is learned by the system, it
will not affect the recognition function. An invariant
function to viewing position of all objects that belongs
to a given class (e.g., Zisserman et al. 1995), can be
regarded as a class-based recognition function that is
consistent with respect to changes of viewpoint.
We refer to a class as a large (possibly inﬁnite) col-
lection of objects (see also Section 6). The class-
based recognition function, fC, is ﬁxed for the class
C. Such functions may be constructed after learning
several examples of objects from the class. However,
they should then be applicable to any ﬁnite set of ob-
jects that belongs to the class C. For example, if the
object in the image is assumed to be a face, the class-
based recognition function can be based on extract-
ing facial features such as the location of the eyes,
mouth and nose (Brunelli and Poggio, 1991; Craw,
Ellis and Lishman, 1987; Kanade, 1977; Kaya and
Kobayashi,1972;Nixon,1985;Yuille,CohenandHal-
linan,1992;Wong,LawandTsang,1989). Suchapro-
cess can then be applied to recognize any ﬁnite set of
faces, but is not applicable to other objects.
Note that different systems can compensate for im-
age variations due to a given imaging parameter at dif-
ferent generalization levels. Consider for example the
task of recognizing a speciﬁc triangle despite position,
orientation, and scale changes in the image plane. A
recognition system can apply a similarity transforma-
tions to the image to align it with a candidate model.
Such a system generalizes to novel views at the model-
based level and requires a different model for each tri-
angletoberecognized. Adifferentsystemcancompute
the list of the triangle’s angles as a new representation
of the image. In this case, the scheme applies to all
possible triangles, and it overcomes the variability be-
tween images of the triangle at the class-based level of
processing.
The three levels of generalization were deﬁned for
recognition functions. Within this framework one can
alsoanalyzemethodsforcompensatingforaparticular
viewing parameter as a part of a more general recogni-
tionprocess. Consideragivenschemethatissupposed
to ﬁlter out illumination effects without compensating
forotherimagingparameters,suchasviewingposition.
InthiscasethesetofimagesI dependsonthesetofob-
jects in U, the projection model, and the illumination.
Variations in viewing position, for example, are not
considered. The universe U can in particular consist
of several poses of the same object. The consistency
condition on f is required to hold only for images of
the same object taken with different illumination con-
dition. The output of this function can later be used
as an intermediate representation for a more complete
recognition function that compensates also for view-
point changes. The complete recognition system may
thus compensate for different viewing parameters at
different levels. The alignment approach mentioned
above compensates for different parameters at differ-
entlevels. Inthisapproachtheﬁrststageoftenconsists
of representing the grey-level image by its edge map.
Thisstageisauniversalprocessthatresultsinanimage
representation that is often insensitive to illumination
changes. The next stage can be either class-based or
model-based. For example, for the class of planar ob-
jects, theeffectsofviewingpositioncanbehandlebya
class-based recognition function that computes an in-
variant representation for each object (Rothwell et al,
1992; Lamdan and Wolfson, 1988). Alternatively, the
second stage may deal with arbitrary 3D objects using
a model-based approach, by using 3D models of the
objects in the database. In this case each candidate
model from s (the database) is projected to align best
with the target image.
4. Reachability partition
To study the limitations of each of the three general-
ization levels we determine what sets of objects from
a given universe cannot be discriminated by a recogni-
tion function.
We ﬁrst consider consistent recognition functions.
Sinceaconsistentrecognitionfunctionyieldsthesame
valueforalltheimagesofagivenobject,itwillproduce
the same value for any two objects that share an image.
Thismotivatesthefollowingdeﬁnitionofareachability
sequence.
Deﬁnition 2. A reachability sequence is a sequence
of objects such that every two successive objects share
an image.
Note that reachability depends on the choice of pro-
jection model (e.g., parallel, or perspective), since two
different objects may share an image under one pro-
jection model but not another. Clearly, a consistent
function must have the same value for all the images of
the objects in a reachability sequence. The following
proposition therefore follows directly.Generalization to Novel Views 239
Proposition 1. Any consistent recognition function
cannot discriminate between two reachable objects
(objects that can be connected by a reachability se-
quence).
Notethatalthoughtworeachableobjectsdonotnec-
essarilyshareanimage,therecognitionfunctioncannot
discriminate between them. The existence of a consis-
tentrecognitionfunctionthatcandiscriminatebetween
objects is determined by the reachability partition of a
given universe. It is therefore sufﬁcient to study the
reachability partition of the three generalization levels
in order to ﬁll in the ﬁrst row in Table 1.
The reachability relation determines also the exis-
tence of optimal recognition functions. By deﬁnition,
an optimal recognition function always exists for a ﬁ-
nitesetofobjects,andthereforeamodel-basedoptimal
recognition function always exists. For class-based
recognition functions the reachability partition deter-
mines the set of objects for which such functions can
be optimal. A recognition function can be optimal for
every set of objects s ½Uonly if every object in s
belongs to a distinct reachability partition of U. To see
that, consider two objects that share an image. Given
a recognition function, it is straightforward to choose
a set of objects such that the recognition function is
not optimal. This set should consists of either the two
objects that share an image or only one of them, de-
pending on the values of the recognition function on
their images. In particular, if the function has the same
value on all images of the two objects, than it is not
optimal on s that consists of the two objects, otherwise
it is not optimal on the set s that consists of only one of
the object for which the function has different value on
thecommonimage. Italsofollowsthatnooptimaluni-
versal recognition function exists since, as we will see
below, the reachability partition of a universal function
is trivial. It follows that to obtain optimal recognition,
it is often necessary to tailor the recognition function
to the set of objects under consideration. (Although, in
practice,itiscommontoﬁrstdeﬁnearecognitionfunc-
tion in general, and then apply it without modiﬁcation
to different sets of objects.) It is therefore sufﬁcient to
study the reachability partition of the three generaliza-
tion levels in order to ﬁll in the second row in Table 1.
Wenextturntoconsiderimperfectrecognitionfunc-
tions (the last row in Table 1). The notion of reachabil-
ity can be extended in a natural manner to an imperfect
recognition function, namely, a function that is consis-
tent only on a subset of images for each object in the
universe. Given an imperfect recognition function f,
let Irec be the set of images that f is consistent on.
We deﬁne Irec-reachability sequence to be a sequence
of objects such that every pair of successive objects
share a recognizable image of both objects. As in the
consistent case, the value of the imperfect recognition
function must be identical for all the images of the ob-
jects in an Irec-reachability sequence. Therefore, two
Irec-reachable objects cannot be discriminated by any
imperfect recognition function that is consistent on the
same images as the imperfect function f.
Reachability is an equivalence relation that does not
depend on the speciﬁc recognition function used. An
Irec-reachability is also an equivalence relation, and
it depends only on the set of recognizable images of
an imperfect recognition function, f. Therefore, any
universe of objects can be divided by a reachability
(or Irec-reachability) partition such that two objects
are within the same reachability partition if and only
if they are reachable (or Irec-reachable) from one an-
other. The reachability partition deﬁnes the subsets of
objects that can be discriminated by a consistent (or
imperfect) recognition function for a given universe.
It is therefore useful to study the reachability and
Irec-reachability partition of the universe in question.
Note that when the set of excluded views is changed,
thenalsotheIrec-reachabilitypartitionischanged. As
aresult,theexistenceofimperfectrecognitionfunction
strongly depends on the set of excluded images.
In the following sections we study the limitations of
thethreegeneralizationlevelsbyusingthereachability
partition of different universe. We assume in the rest
of this paper a weak perspective projection model.
5. Universal recognition functions
The universe of a universal recognition function con-
sists of all possible 3D objects. To show that a uni-
versal recognition function must be a constant func-
tion, two strong assumptions were made in previous
studies (Burns, Weiss and Riseman, 1992; Clemens,
1990; Moses and Ullman, 1992). The objects were
assumed to consist of 3D point sets and the recogni-
tion function was assumed to be entirely consistent on
all but a measure zero of objects, and for all but a
measure zero of the set of images of each object. Fur-
thermore, only consistency with respect to viewpoint
changes were previously considered in (Burns, Weiss240 Moses and Ullman
andRiseman,1992;Clemens,1990). Inthissectionwe
extend the previous results and show that a universal
recognition function must still be the constant function
whentheconditionsarerelaxedinoneofthefollowing
manners.
² The recognition function is imperfect. That is,
for each object the recognition function is allowed
to misidentify the object from almost half of its
images.
² The objects consist of contours rather than 3D
points.
² The objects consist of n Lambertian surface
patches rather than n points. In this case a grey-
level value (which depends on the surface normal,
the illumination direction, and the point albedo) is
associated with each point on the image. Further-
more, the recognition function is required to be
consistent with respect to changes of both view-
point and illumination direction.
To prove these results we show that the reachability
(or Irec-reachability) partition in the universal case is
the trivial partition (any two objects are reachable). It
alsofollowsthatforeachoftheabovecasesanoptimal
recognition function cannot be universal.
5.1. Imperfect recognition functions
We ﬁrst consider imperfect recognition functions,
namely, functions that are not necessarily consistent
on all possible images of the object. In this case, the
recognition function is allowed to misidentify each ob-
ject from a subset of its images. For example, the
function may identify only one object from an image
thatiscommontotwoobjects,(thatis,theimageisrec-
ognizable for one object and confusable for the other),
or it can misidentify both objects (that is, the image is
confusable for both objects). This case is more real-
istic than the assumptions regarding an ideal errorless
recognitionfunction(ClemensandJacobs,1991),oran
ideal recognition function that remains undeﬁned for a
measure zero of images for each object (Burns, Weiss
and Riseman, 1992). The main conclusion from this
section is that universal processing is more severely
limited than previously analyzed: the limitations of a
universal consistent recognition function hold even if
the function is allowed to misidentify about half of the
images. To establish this claim, it is sufﬁcient to prove
(see Section 4) that in the universal case, any two ob-
jects are Irec-reachable if the set of images for which
f is consistent satisﬁes certain assumptions.
Let us deﬁne more precisely the claim and the con-
ditions under which it is established. As in previous
studies, we assume here that an object consists of a set
of3Dpointsinspace. Animageofsuchanobjectunder
orthographic projection is uniquely determined by the
object shape (the points 3D location) and the viewing
parameters. The viewing parameters are the viewing
direction ~ v, rotation and reﬂection in the image plane
R (2 £ 2 rotation and reﬂection matrix), translation
vector~ t 2R 2, and a scaling factor s 2R . We assume
herethatiff isconsistentonagivenimage, thenitwill
also be consistent on the same image scaled, rotated,
reﬂected, and translated (except the trivial scaling in
which an object vanishes to a point, which will make
the proof trivial and therefore uninteresting). In other
words, if an object is recognizable from a given image,
thenitisalsorecognizablefromitstransformedimages
in the image plane.
A recognition function may be consistent on a dif-
ferent set of viewing directions for each object in the
universe. For example, consider two objects: a bottle
and a plate. A recognition system may misidentify the
bottle from its top view and correctly identify it from
itssideview,butmaymisidentifytheplatefromitsside
viewandrecognizeitfromitstopview. Inthiscasethe
recognition function is inconsistent on the set of views
that are close to the top view of the bottle and similarly
on a set of views that are close to the side view of the
plate. Note that such a recognition function is consis-
tent on the side view of the bottle and the top view of
the plate. We assume here that the set of confusable
views of all objects in a small neighborhood of an ob-
jects is bounded. This assumption follows from the
following two natural assumptions on the confusable
viewing directions (viewpoints corresponding to con-
fusable images). The ﬁrst is that the set of confusable
viewing directions for a given object is bounded. This
is a natural assumption, because we clearly would like
a recognition function to recognize an object in a large
number of its images. The second of our assumptions
above is that two similar objects have similar sets of
confusable viewing direction. That is, if we consider
again the bottle and plate example, we assume that ob-
jects that are similar to the bottle will have similar (but
not necessarily identical) sets of confusable viewing
directions (close to the top view). These assumptions
canberegardedasasmoothnessassumptiononthesets
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do not assume that the recognition function is smooth,
the only smoothness assumed here is on the sets of
viewing directions for which the recognition function
is inconsistent.
We next formally deﬁne these assumptions. Given
a function f, for every object O let Ef(O) denote the
set of viewing directions for which f is not guaranteed
tobeconsistent(Figure1graphicallypresentsEf(O)).
Thatis,Ef(O)isasetofpointsontheunitspherewhich
consists of the viewing directions that correspond to
the confusable images of O. Our second assumption
is that two similar objects have similar sets of confus-
ableviewingdirection. Thesimilarityoftwoobjectsis
taken to be the Euclidian distance between the two ob-
jects in R3n, where an object with n points is regarded
as a point in R3n. Our smoothness assumption is on
the function Ef(O). That is, if the distance between
two objects O and O0 is small, then the difference in
Ef(O) and Ef(O0) is small as well.
We next consider our assumption that the set of con-
fusable viewing directions for a small neighborhood of
objects is bounded. Let us deﬁne, for an object O, the
set of confusable viewing directions ^ Ef(O;²), for all
objects in the ²-neighborhood of O. Formally,
^ Ef(O;²)=
[
j O ¡ O 0 j <²
Ef(O0)
That is, ^ Ef(O;²)contains all the viewing directions
for which an image of at least one object in the neigh-
borhood of radius ² around O is confusable from that
viewpoint(Figure1). Inparticular, ifO andO0 aretwo
objects such that jO ¡ O0j <² , and Ef(O), Ef(O0),
are the sets of views in which their images are confus-
able, then Ef(O)
S
Ef(O0) µ ^ Ef(O;²). If we take,
for example, ² to be inﬁnity, then ^ Ef(O;²) will be
the set of viewing directions for which f is inconsis-
tent on at least one of the objects in U. In this case,
we limit the confusable views of all objects simulta-
neously. On the other hand, if we take ² =0 , then
we independently limit the set of confusable viewing
direction of each object. In this case the smoothness
assumption is dropped. It can be shown that when the
smoothness assumption is dropped, then our results
do not hold anymore. In particular, if the smoothness
assumption is dropped, it is possible to construct an
example such that for each object there exists a single
confusabledirection,buttheIrec-reachabilitypartition
is non-trivial.
We deﬁne ©(O;²) to be the measure (on the unit
sphere) of ^ Ef(O;²). We next establish the proposition
that in the universal case, even if f makes errors on al-
most half of the sphere of viewing directions, then the
Irec-reachability partition consists of the entire uni-
verse. It follows that any universal recognition func-
tion must be constant even if ©(O;²) is substantial.
Similarly,everyoptimalrecognitionfunctionforwhich
©(O;²) is substantial cannot be universal.
Proposition 2. Let Irec be the set of recognizable
images of a recognition function f deﬁned on weak
perspective projection of all possible 3D point objects.
AssumethatforeveryobjectO thereexistsaneighbor-
hood²O suchthat©(O;²O) <D .Disﬁxedforallob-
jectsandtakenintheprooftobehalfoftheunitsphere.
ThenanytwoobjectsareIrec-reachableandcannotbe
discriminated by a universal recognition function.
Proof: We assumed above that if f is consistent on
a given image then it is also consistent on the image
scaled, rotated, reﬂected, and translated by any factor.
We can therefore consider only objects that are points
inside the unit sphere, B3n
0 ,o fR 3 n.
Let Oa and Ob be two objects in B3n
0 .W e h a v e
to show that Oa and Ob are Irec-reachable. We ﬁrst
construct a reachability sequence by ignoring the con-
fusable images of f. (This sequence can be used to
prove that in the consistent case every two objects are
reachable as in Burns et al. , 1992, and Moses and
Ullman, 1992). We then show how the reachability
sequence can be modiﬁed to become Irec-reachability
sequence.
Let the ﬁrst object in the sequence be Oa, and the
last object be Ob. Each object in the sequence consists
of the same points as the previous one, except for one
point of object Oa that is replaced by a new point from
theobjectOb. Formally, thei-thobjectinthesequence
(1 · i · n)i sg i v e nb y
O i=( p b
1;p b
2;:::;pb
i¡1;pa
i ;:::;pa
n)
where pa
i and pb
i are the i-th points of Oa and Ob, re-
spectively. (Vectorsaredenotedhereandinsubsequent
sectionsbyboldfacecharacters.) Bythesequencecon-
struction,everytwosuccessiveobjectsdifferbyasingle
point. The direction in which the two objects project
to the same image is the vector deﬁned by the two non-
identical points of the successive objects.242 Moses and Ullman
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Fig. 1. Ef(O) and Ef(O0) are the set of confusable viewing direction for two similar objects O and O0, respectively. Ef(O) [ Ef(O0) is
the union of the two sets Ef(O) and Ef(O0).
If the sequence constructed above is also an Irec-
reachability sequence then the construction is termi-
nated. Otherwise, using the three claims below we
showthatitisalwayspossibletomodifythesequenceto
becomeanIrec-reachabilitysequence. Thisisdoneby
adding sub-sequences which are Irec-reachable con-
necting pairs of objects that share a confusable image
in the original sequence. We next list the three claims.
The proofs of these claims are given in the Appendix.
Claim 1. There exists a ﬁxed ²>0and a ﬁxed ^ D<
Dsuch that for every object O 2 B3n
0 , ©f(O;²) · ^ D.
That is, instead of having spheres of different radii, we
now have at each point a sphere with ﬁxed radius, ²,
such that ©f(O;²) · ^ D.
In the following two claims, let (Oi;O i+1) be a pair
of successive objects from the original sequence that
do not share a recognizable image. Note that by con-
struction successive objects in this sequence differ by
a single point. Let d be the distance between Oi and
Oi+1 as measured in R3n. Let 0 <±<²be a constant
that is a function of ² and ^ D (in the proof of Claim 2
the value of ± is explicitly deﬁned).
Claim 2.I f d<±then there exists an object Oc
such that the two pairs (Oi;O c)and (Oc;O i+1) share
a recognizable image.
Claim 3.I f d ¸ ± , then there exists a sequence of
objects, Oi;1;:::;Oi;n (where Oi = Oi;1 and Oi;n =
Oi+1) such that each pair of successive objects in this
sequence differ in a single point, and the distance be-
tween a pair of successive objects in this sequence is
less than ±.
We now show that these claims sufﬁce. Given the
initial reachability sequence, replace each pair of suc-
cessive objects that do not share a recognizable im-
age (Oi;O i+1) such that d ¸ ± by the subsequence
(Oi = Oi;1;O i;2;:::;Oi;n = Oi+1), using Claim 3.
In the new sequence, the distance between all succes-
sive objects is less than ±. It is therefore possible to
replace each such pair of objects that do not share a
recognizable image (Ok;O k+1) by the subsequence
(Ok;O c;O k+1) using Claim 2. As a result, an Irec-
reachability sequence consisting of a ﬁnite number of
objects is obtained.
Thisresultisanextensionofpreviousresults(Burns,
Weiss and Riseman, 1992; Clemens, 1990; Moses and
Ullman, 1992), showing that at the universal level a
consistent recognition function is necessarily a con-
stant function. We conclude that the same limitations
holdeveniftherecognitionfunctionisallowedtomiss-
recognize half of the object’s images.
5.2. Contour images
In this section we consider objects that consist of 3D
contours, rather than a set of discrete 3D points. The
images in this case are binary contours which depend
onlyonthecamerapositionandthe3Dshapeoftheob-
ject’s contour. We prove below that any pair of general
3D contour objects are reachable. It follows (see Sec-
tion 4) that every universal recognition function that
is invariant to viewing position of 3D contour objects
is the constant function. Similarly, every recognition
function deﬁned on general 3D contour objects cannot
be optimal.Generalization to Novel Views 243
Proposition 3. Thereachabilitypartitionoftheuni-
verse consists of 3D contour objects is trivial (any 3D
contour objects are reachable).
Proof: Let Oa and Ob be two general contour
objects. In general an object may consists of sev-
eral contours. We next show how each of two non-
identical object contours are reachable. Here we can-
not replace one point at a time as we did earlier in
Section 5.1, but we can nevertheless construct a sim-
ple reachability sequence connecting the two objects.
Let the parametric form of the two different contours
of Oa and Ob be Oa = fxa(t);y a(t);z a(t)g and
Ob = fxb(t);y b(t);z b(t)grespectively (0 · t · 1).
ThereachabilitysequencebetweenOa andOb consists
of the following four objects:
Oa = O1 = fxa(t);y a(t);z a(t)g
O 2 = fx a(t);y a(t);z b(t)g
O 3 = fx a(t);y b(t);z b(t)g
O b = O 4 = fx b(t);y b(t);z b(t)g
(1)
It can be easily veriﬁed that O1 and O2 share the view
v12 =( 0 ; 0 ; 1)T. Similarly the common view of the
pair of objects (O2;O 3) and (O3;O 4) are given by
v23 =( 0 ;1 ;0)T and v34 =( 1 ;0 ;0)T, respectively. If
the two contours are perpendicular to each other, it is
possible to avoid degenerated contours that project to a
point, by adding an intermediate contour that is neither
perpendicular to O1 contour nor to Ob contour. (Note
that a similar construction can be used for objects that
consist of 3D point sets.) It follows that the sequence
given in Eq. 1 is a reachability sequence, and therefore
any universal recognition function that is consistent
with respect to viewpoint of contour objects must be
the constant function.
5.3. Consistency with respect to illumination
So far, only binary images of point objects were con-
sidered, however, real objects consist of surfaces and
their images contain grey level values. In this section
we relax our assumption on the objects, and proceed
onesteptowardrealobjects. Witheachpointoftheob-
ject, p, we associate not only its 3D location but also a
unit surface normal ^ N(p), and a reﬂectance value ½p.
An object in this case consists therefore of n surface
patches in space rather than n points in space. We fur-
ther assume that the surface reﬂectance is Lambertian.
An image of a given object now depends on the points
locations, the normal and reﬂectance at each point, the
cameraposition,andalsoontheilluminationcondition,
that is, the intensity and positions of the light sources.
An image now contains more information than before:
in addition to the location of the n points, we have
the grey levels at each point. Since the images contain
nowmoreinformationthanbinaryimages,thequestion
arises as to whether this information can be used in the
generalization process. Clearly real objects consist of
surfacesratherthanpatches,butpatchobjectsareofin-
terest as a step toward real objects. In particular, when
a recognition function is applied to a set of points, the
grey-level values of these points are also given. The
question,inthiscase,iswhetherthesegrey-levelvalues
can change the limitations of the recognition function.
In this section we will show that any two objects
composed of n Lambertian surface patches are reach-
able. Here a pair of objects have a common image if
there exists a viewing direction and illumination con-
ditionforwhichthetwoimages(thepointslocationsin
the image as well as their grey levels) are identical. It
will follow that any universal recognition function that
isconsistentwithrespecttoilluminationandviewpoint
directions must be a constant function. Similarly, ev-
ery optimal recognition function that is consistent with
respect to both illumination and viewpoint conditions
of such 3D objects cannot be universal.
Proposition 4. Thereachabilitypartitionoftheuni-
verseofobjectsconsistingof3DsmallLambertiansur-
face patches is trivial (any two such objects are reach-
able).
Proof: Let Oa and Ob be two objects. The reach-
ability sequence between the two objects Oa and Ob
is obtained by the concatenation of two sequences: a
sequence between the objects Oa and Oc, and a se-
quence between the objects Oc and Ob. The object Oc
consists of the same patches location as the Ob-object,
but the normal direction, and the albedo at each patch
is identical to the normal direction and albedo of the
corresponding Oa-patch. The sequence between Oa
and Oc can be constructed in the same manner as the
consistent reachability sequence in Proposition 2. For
each two successive objects in the sequence, the grey-
level values of two points of the two successive objects
that project to the same location are identical. This is
true because we assume here Lambertian reﬂectance
and therefore the grey-level value of a point does not
depend on the viewpoint but only on the illumination244 Moses and Ullman
location, the albedo, and the normal to the points. The
normals and the albedo of the points are identical by
construction, and the illumination can be taken to be
the same for all the objects in this sequence. Hence,
Oa and Oc are reachable.
TheOcandObobjectsconsistofthesamepatcheslo-
cationbutwithdifferentnormaldirectionandalbedoat
each corresponding patch. Let us construct a sequence
such that each successive pair in the sequence will dif-
fer in only one patch. The ﬁrst and the last objects
in the sequence are Oc and Ob, respectively. Let pc
andpb bethetwonon-identicalpatchesinasuccessive
pair. It is left to show that for every two non-identical
patches located in the same position, there exists an
illumination location such that the grey-level values of
pc and pb are identical (the same illumination for both
patches). Note that for any such illumination, which
in particular is identical to both objects, the images of
the two objects will be identical. This is because all
the patches except two have remained the same, and
therefore the grey level in the image will only be af-
fected at these two points. (The viewpoint does not
come into play here since the patches location are the
same and we assume Lambertian reﬂectance function
of the objects.)
Let ^ N(pc) and ^ N(pb) be the unit vectors in the nor-
mal directions, ½c and ½b be the albedo of the points pc
and pb respectively. The intensity values at the points
are given by
Ic = ½cl ¢ ^ N(pc)
Ib = ½bl ¢ ^ N(pb);
wherethedirectionoflispointingtothelightsource
location and the magnitude of l is the light source in-
tensity (for details regarding the images of Lambertian
surfaces see Horn 1977). For pc and pb to have identi-
calgrey-levelvaluesinanimage, itmustbeshownthat
thereexistsavectorlsatisfyingthefollowingequation:
½b l ¢ ^ N(pb)=½ cl¢^ N ( p c)
Suchlclearlyexists, becauseitisdeﬁnedbyonelinear
equation in three variables. The vector l should also
satisfy l ¢ ^ N(pc) > 0 and l ¢ ^ N(pb) > 0. This is again
possible since if l ¢ ^ N(pb) < 0, then l ¢ ^ N(pc) < 0 as
well, and ¡l can then be selected for the solution. If
^ N(pc)=^ N ( p b)but ½c 6= ½b, the solution for l is such
thatl¢ ^ N(pc)=0 . Wecanaddoneintermediateobject
to the sequence, with albedo ½b and normal ^ N(pc)0 6=
^ N(pc).
Note that the same proof holds for two objects that
have a uniform color (albedo). If the object is not
Lambertian but has a specular component, the inten-
sity at each point depends on the viewpoint, the sur-
face normal, the light source position, and some other
surface specular parameters (Phong 1975). It remains
an open question whether it is also possible to con-
struct a non-lambertian reachability sequence between
non-lambertian objects.
6. Class-based recognition functions
The analysis of universal recognition yielded mainly
negative results: under a wide range of conditions,
universal recognition function do not exist. In this
section we turn to the class level, and show that for
many classes of interest useful class-based recognition
functionscanbedeﬁned. Theuniverseofaclass-based
recognition function is limited to a set of objects, usu-
ally large or even inﬁnite such as the set of planar ob-
jects, or bilaterally symmetric objects. Here we show
that the existence of a non-trivial reachability partition
for a class of objects depends on the class in question.
It follows that the existence of a consistent class-based
recognitionfunction,andtheexistenceofaclass-based
optimal recognition function for a given class of ob-
jects,dependsontheclassinquestion. Furthermorewe
show that for non-consistent recognition function the
existenceofIrec-reachabilitypartitiondependsalsoon
thesetofimagesexcluded. Inthissectionwealsocon-
sider classes that are deﬁned not only by constraining
the set of objects, but also by excluding a relatively
small set of views from the viewing sphere. For such
classes, the existence of optimal recognition function,
depends not only on the class but also on the restricted
set of allowed views.
We will ﬁrst give as a natural example a class of ob-
jects for which the reachability partition is trivial. It
follows that, by analogy with the universal case, every
consistent recognition function for this class must be
constant. Similarly, class-based recognition functions
forthisclasscannotbeoptimal. Forsomeotherclasses
of objects, e.g. the linear combination of prototypical
objects, it can be shown that non-trivial reachability
partition exists (Basri and Moses, 1998). Other exam-
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reachability partition were also considered in studies
of invariances. For a given class of objects, there ex-
ists a non-trivial reachability partition if and only if
there exists a class-based recognition function that is
invariant to viewing condition of objects in the class.
It follows that known examples of invariance schemes
that are speciﬁc to classes of objects can be used to
demonstrate the existence of class-based recognition
functions (e.g., invariance for the classes of planar ob-
jects, bilaterally symmetrical objects, and polyhedral
objects). The class-based invariant schemes suggested
in the past were not necessarily consistent on all possi-
ble views of the objects. Furthermore, they were also
not necessarily optimal for each subset of objects from
the class. In this section we will demonstrate, using
the class of bilaterally symmetric objects, that by ex-
cluding few of its views and studying its reachability
partition it is possible to deﬁne for the new class (the
class with excluded views) a class-based recognition
function that is optimal.
Existing class-based recognition systems consider
the problem of invariant representations only under
changes in viewpoint. In the previous section we have
shown that a consistent universal recognition function
with respect to both illumination condition and view-
pointdoesnotexist. Herewewillshowthatbyrestrict-
ing the universe of a recognition function to a class of
objects, a consistent class-based recognition function
with respect to both illumination and viewpoint does
exist. We will show this by analyzing a class of 3D
Lambertian patches that are bilaterally symmetric.
6.1. The class of a prototypical object
To demonstrate that the reachability partition of a class
of objects can be trivial, we consider here the simple
class of a prototypical object. The class of a proto-
typical object is deﬁned as the set of all objects that
are sufﬁciently close to a given generic object. For
example, one can consider all faces that lie within a
certain distance from some prototypical face. For ob-
jectscomposedofnpointsinspace,suchaclasscanbe
thought of as a sphere in R3n around the prototypical
object. Forsuchclassesofobjects,alltheresultsestab-
lished for the universal case hold. The point to note is
that the entire reachability sequence will lie within the
boundaries of the class in question. It follows that for
such classes a class-based consistent recognition func-
tion must be constant and cannot discriminate between
anytwoobjects. Similarly,anyclass-basedrecognition
function for such classes cannot be optimal.
6.2. The class of bilaterally symmetric objects
In this section we ﬁrst demonstrate the existence of a
nontrivial Irec-reachability partition for a class of ob-
jects,wheretheconsistencyoftherecognitionfunction
is deﬁned with respect to both viewpoint and illumi-
nation changes. We consider the class of bilaterally
symmetric objects, where the correspondence between
pairs of symmetric points in the image is given. If we
consider all images of this class, taken from any view-
point, then it can be shown that the reachability parti-
tionofthisclassistrivial,asintheuniversalcase. How-
ever, we will show that by eliminating a single viewing
direction from the viewing sphere, the perpendicular
view to the symmetry plane, the Irec-reachability par-
tition of this class becomes non-trivial. In this case,
we consider all images of bilaterally symmetric ob-
jects that contain the symmetry or skew symmetry of
the objects. It follows that a non-trivial recognition
function that is consistent on all views but one with re-
spect to viewpoint and illumination direction exists for
the class of bilaterally symmetric objects. However,
this recognition function will not be optimal for any
subset of objects, since the Irec-reachability partition
consists of more than a single object. We therefore
show that by further restricting the set of images, it is
possible to deﬁne a recognition function for the class
of bilaterally symmetric objects that is optimal for all
possible subset of objects of this class. To this end, we
will combine the invariance for the class of bilaterally
symmetric objects presented here with an invariance
suggested in the past by Rothwell et al. (1993).
6.2.1. Consistency with respect to viewing direction
Consider the reachability partition of the class of bi-
laterally symmetric objects, where the consistency of
the recognition function is with respect to viewpoint
changes. The images considered here are assumed to
be the weak perspective projection of bilaterally sym-
metric objects, consisting of 3D points in space. For
every point in the image, its symmetric point is as-
sumed to appear as well. Without loss of general-
ity, let a symmetric object be O =( l 1 ;r 1 ;:::;ln;rn),
where li =( x i ;y i;z i) T and ri =( ¡ x i ;y i;z i) T for
1 · i · n. That is, li and ri are a pair of symmetric
points about the y-z plane. Let the new coordinates of246 Moses and Ullman
the points li and ri following a rotation, R, scaling s,
projection to the x-y plane, and translation, t 2R 2be
given by
l0
i = Proj(sRl)+t
= s
µ
r 11xi + r12yi + r13zi
r21xi + r22yi + r23zi
¶
+ t
r0
i = Proj(sRr)+t
= s
µ
¡ r 11xi + r12yi + r13zi
¡r21xi + r22yi + r23zi
¶
+ t
We obtain that all the image distances between sym-
metric paired are scaled by the same factor:
d(l0
i;r0
i)=jjl0
i ¡ r0
ijj =2 s jj(r11;r 21)Tjjxi
In particular the ratios between the image distances
oftwopairsofsymmetricpointsisﬁxedunderchanges
of viewpoint, and is given by
d(l0
i;r0
i)
d(l0
1;r0
1)
=
xi
x1
:
Theseratiosdeﬁneapartitionoftheclassofsymmet-
ric objects to equivalence subclasses of non-reachable
objects. Let di = d(li;ri) be the distance between a
pairofsymmetricpoints, li andri. Deﬁnethefunction
h by
h(l1;r1;:::;ln;rn)=f
d 2
d 1
;
d 3
d 1
;:::
dn
d1
g
Proposition 5. Two symmetric objects Oa and Ob
are reachable if and only if h(Oa)=h ( O b) .
Proof: Let h(Oa)=h ( O b) . It must be shown that
Oa and Ob are reachable by a sequence of symmetric
objects. That is, there exists a sequence of symmet-
ric objects starting with Oa and ending with Ob such
that any two successive objects have a projection in
common.
Let the two symmetric objects be:
Oa =( l a
1 ; r a
1 ;:::;la
n;ra
n)
Ob =( l b
1 ; r b
1 ;:::;lb
n;rb
n):
The ﬁrst object in the sequence will be Oa, and de-
note the second object in the sequence by Oc. To con-
struct the sequence, we choose the second object in the
sequence to be the object Oa scaled by
s =
db
1
da
1
where da
1 = d(la
1;ra
1) and db
1 = d(lb
1;rb
1). That is,
Oc =( l c
1;r c
1;:::;lc
n;rc
n)=( sl a
1;sr a
1;:::;sla
n;sr a
n)
By our assumption h(Oa)=h ( O b) , that is:
da
i
da
1
=
db
i
db
1
:
It follows
dc
i = sda
i =
db
1da
i
da
1
= db
1
db
i
db
1
= db
i
That is, dc
i = db
i. In particular, the symmetric im-
ages of Oc and Ob (taken from the frontal view) satisfy
xc
i = xb
i for every i. However, yc
i is not necessarily
equal to yb
i. The rest of the reachability sequence, be-
tweenOc andOb isconstructedasfollows. Eachobject
inthesequenceconsistsofthesamepointsasitspreced-
ing object, except for a pair of symmetric points of the
objectOc whicharereplacedbyanewpairofsymmet-
ric points of the object Ob. The direction for which the
twoobjectsprojecttoidenticalimageisthevectorcon-
necting the corresponding non-identical points of Oc
and of Ob-point. Note that this vector is parallel to the
y-z plane, hence the view is frontal and the symmetry
of the image is maintained. In this manner we obtain
a reachability sequence connecting any two objects,
Oa and Ob, for which the relative distances between
symmetric points are identical (h(Oa)=h ( O b) ).
Let h(Oa) 6= h(Ob). It must be shown that Oa and
Ob are not reachable by a sequence of symmetric ob-
jects. Assumethatthereexistsasequenceofsymmetric
objects starting with Oa and ending with Ob such that
every two successive objects have a projection in com-
mon. For every two successive objects, Oi and Oi+1,
h(Oi)=h ( O i +1) because Oi and Oi+1 have a com-
mon orthographic projection, and h is independent of
the viewing position. It follows that for every two ob-
jects,Oi andOj,inthesequenceconnectingtheobjects
Oa and Ob, h(Oi)=h ( O j) . This contradicts the as-
sumption that h(Oa1)=h ( O a)6 =h ( O b)=h ( O a n) .Generalization to Novel Views 247
6.2.2. Optimal recognition function The consistent
class-based recognition function with respect to view-
point deﬁned above can be used to discriminate only
between objects that differ in the relative distance of
symmetric points. In particular, objects that consist
of pairs of points that differ only in their height (y-
component) and depth (z-component) are reachable
and cannot be discriminated by a consistent recogni-
tionfunction. Notethatweconsiderherealltheimages
in which the symmetry or the skew-symmetry is pre-
sented. We only excluded views taken perpendicular
to the symmetry plane.
Adifferentinvariancefortheclassofbilaterallysym-
metricobjectswaspresentedbyRothwelletal.(1993).
Theyusedtheobservationthatallthemidpointsofpairs
ofsymmetricpointsarelocatedonthesameplane. Itis
therefore possible to use afﬁne coordinates of the mid-
points to deﬁne the y and z coordinates of each pair
of symmetric points (up to an afﬁne transformation).
Such an invariant representation cannot discriminate
between objects that differ only by the relative dis-
tance of pairs of symmetric points from the symmetry
plane, which is the invariance we suggested in the pre-
vioussection. Inparticular, theinvarianceproposedby
Rothwell et al. (1993) is inconsistent on frontal views
forsuchobjects. However, itcandiscriminatebetween
objects that differ in the y and z coordinates of their
points which the invariant function suggested in Sec-
tion 6.2.1 fail to discriminate. Furthermore, the invari-
ance suggested by Rothwell et al. will be consistent on
a side view, for which our invariance is not deﬁned.
By combining our invariance with that of Rothwell et
al.(1993), weobtainarecognitionfunctionthatiscon-
sistent on all the images (except the frontal views and
the side view as mentioned above), and can discrim-
inate between all possible bilaterally symmetric ob-
jects. This function is optimal on all possible subsets
oftheclassofbilaterallysymmetricobjects. Thisresult
demonstrates the existence of a tradeoff between con-
sistency, the set of objects that can be discriminated by
a given recognition function, and the set of images that
the recognition function is deﬁned on. By giving up
a restricted set of views, a powerful recognition func-
tion can be deﬁned for the class of all 3D bilaterally
symmetric objects.
6.2.3. Consistency with respect to illumination We
next turn to consider the reachability partition of the
class of bilaterally symmetric objects where the con-
sistency of the recognition function is with respect to
illumination. The images considered are the weak
perspective projection of bilaterally symmetric objects
consisting of 3D small Lambertian surface patches. In
Section 5 we proved that the reachability partition for
similar objects that are not constrained to be bilaterally
symmetric must be trivial. The class we consider here
is an inﬁnite one and it demonstrates that class con-
straints may induce a non-trivial reachability partition.
It will follow that for such a class a consistent recog-
nition function that can discriminate between subsets
of objects from the class does exist. It is left for fu-
ture research to study a more realistic cases where the
objects are not necessarily Lambertian, and the image
contains attached and cast shadows, and occlusions.
For every point in the image, its symmetric point
from the object is assumed to appear in the image
as well. Each object point p has a surface normal
^ N(p), and a reﬂectance value ½p associate with it.
Two symmetric points, li and ri, have the same value
of ½, and their normals are symmetric about the y-
z plane. That is, if ^ N(li)=( n i
x ;n i
y;n i
z) T then
^ N(ri)=( ¡ n i
x;n i
y;n i
z) T.
Wenextshowthatthe½^ Nateachobjectpointcanbe
computeduptoaglobalscalefactorofthexcomponent
and up to a global afﬁne transformation of the y and z
components. Thesetwoinvariancesaresimilartothose
computedfortheviewpointcase,wheretheactualpoint
position was computed (rather than the normal) up to
a scale factor of the x component and up to an afﬁne
transformation of the y and z components.
Let li and ri be a pair of symmetric points. The
grey-level at a point li and at its symmetric point ri are
given by I(li)=½ l il¢^ N ( l i)and I(ri)=½ r il¢^ N ( r i) .
The difference and the average of the grey-level of the
two symmetric points are given by
I(li) ¡ I(ri)= ½ l i l ¢ ( ^ N ( l i ) ¡^ N ( r i ))
1
2(I(li)+I( r i)) = 1
2½lil ¢ (^ N(li)+^ N ( r i))
If l =( l x;l y;l z)then
I(li) ¡ I(ri)=2 ½ p i l ¢ ( n x ; 0 ; 0)T
=2 ½ p i l x n i
x
I ( l i )+I( r i)=2 ½ p i l ¢ (0;n y;n z) T
=2 ½ p i ( l y n i
y+ l z n i
z )
The relative difference of the grey-level values of
two pairs of symmetric points is given by248 Moses and Ullman
I(li) ¡ I(ri)
I(l1) ¡ I(l1)
=
½pini
x
½p1n1
x
This ratio is clearly independent of the illumination
direction. It can be shown (in a similar manner to
proposition5)thatitdeﬁnesanontrivialpartitionofthe
classofsymmetricobjectstoequivalencesubclassesof
reachable objects. The second invariance is given by
1
2
(I(li)+I( r i)) = ½pi(lyni
y + lzni
z):
This invariance is the projection of the normals at all
pointstothesymmetryplanescaledbythepointalbedo.
The ½piny and ½pinz of each of these points can be
computed up to a global afﬁne transformation. Note
that since the invariance is a function of the points nor-
mal and albedo up to afﬁne transformation, it is inde-
pendent of the illumination.
By combining the results of viewpoint reachability
partition and illuminant reachability partition, a recog-
nition function for the class of bilaterally symmetric
objects can be constructed that will be consistent with
respect to changes of viewpoint as well as illumination
condition.
We conclude that although a consistent recognition
function with respect to changes in viewpoint and illu-
mination direction does not exist at the universal level,
byrestrictingtheuniversetoaclassofobjects,aconsis-
tent recognition function can be found. It is of interest
therefore to attempt to identify large and useful classes
of objects for which, similar to the class of bilaterally
symmetric objects, class-based consistent recognition
functions are possible.
7. Model-based recognition functions
At the model-based level the recognition function is
constructed for a given ﬁnite set of objects, s. In this
case the recognition function is speciﬁcally tailored to
the set of objects that it is required to recognize. An
optimalrecognitionfunctionalwaysexitsatthemodel-
based level since s = U. In the following proposition
we prove that a model-based optimal recognition func-
tion recognize each object from all but ﬁnite set of its
images.
Proposition 6. For a given ﬁnite set of objects, s,
an optimal recognition function fails to recognize each
object from at most a ﬁnite set of images.
Proof: Deﬁne the value of an optimal recognition
function on images of an object oi 2 s to be i on all
images of oi that are not common to other objects in
the set s. For images that are common to at least one
other object in the set s, deﬁne the value to be arbitrary
(or equal to the value of one of the objects that project
to this image). It is sufﬁcient to show that for a ﬁnite
set of objects the number of images that are common
to two or more objects is ﬁnite.
The number of images that are common to two dif-
ferent objects is at most two. This holds because the
number of images required to reconstruct the 3D shape
ofarigidobjectisatmostthree. Thenumberofimages
that are common to two different objects depends on
thecamera(theprojectionmodel): threeimagesarere-
quiredforweakperspectiveprojection(Ullman,1979),
two images are sufﬁcient for afﬁne, (Koenderink and
VanDoorn,1991;UllmanandBasri,1991)perspective
(Longuet-Higgins, 1981; Tsai and Huang, 1984), and
projective (Faugeras, 1992) projections.
We conclude that a ﬁxed ﬁnite set of objects, has
a ﬁnite set of confusable images, and an optimal
scheme will recognize correctly all the remaining non-
confusable images. Imperfect recognition functions
also exist, but they may misidentify objects from addi-
tionalimages. Finally,anon-constantconsistentrecog-
nitionfunctionexistsifthepartitionofthesetofobjects
is non-trivial.
There are several examples of model-based recogni-
tion systems that compensate for image variations due
to changes of viewpoint. Recently, systems that com-
pensate at the model-based level to variations due to
changesinilluminationconditionswerealsosuggested
(Hallinan, 1994; Belhumeur, Hespanha and Kriegman,
1997; Moses, 1993; Shashua, 1992; Viola and Wells,
1995). In general, a model-based system can identify
an object in a given image by comparing the image to
the models in the system library. The model, in this
case, must explicitly or implicitly contain information
of the object shape, and reﬂectance properties (when
grey-level images are considered).
8. Summary and Discussion
In this paper we distinguished between three levels at
which a recognition system can compensate for varia-Generalization to Novel Views 249
tions between images of the same object. We studied
the inherent limitations placed on the level at which
a recognition system can compensate for image varia-
tionsduetoviewpointandilluminationconditions. We
will ﬁrst brieﬂy summarize the results and then discuss
their implications.
Three types of recognition functions were consid-
ered for each of the levels, consistent, optimal, and
imperfect. Table 2 summarizes whether a consistent,
optimal, or imperfect recognition functions can com-
pensate for image variation due to changes of viewing
directionandilluminationconditionateachofthethree
generalization levels.
Previous studies proved that a universal recognition
function cannot discriminate between any two 3D ob-
jects that consist of a set of points. Our study extends
this result and proves that even when the constraints
on the objects and the recognition function are relaxed
substantially, the recognition function must still be the
constant function. In particular, we showed that at the
universal level a recognition function that is consistent
with respect to viewing position, illumination condi-
tion or both, for all possible point objects, is a constant
function. It follows that such a function cannot dis-
criminate between any two objects. Furthermore, we
showed that even when the recognition function is al-
lowed to make errors on a substantial fraction of the
viewing directions (almost half of the viewing sphere),
it must still be the constant function. Finally, a univer-
sal recognition function which is deﬁned on images of
objectsthatconsistof3Dcontoursratherthan3Dpoint
sets was shown to be a constant function. Due to these
inherent limitations, the universal level is usually too
broad to be useful in recognition. For the class-based
level, it was shown that the existence of non-trivial
recognition functions depends on the class in question.
Several recognition systems were suggested in the past
for speciﬁc classes of objects by using functions that
areinvarianttochangesinviewpoint. Ourstudyshows
that such class-based recognition functions exist even
iftheimagescontaingrey-levelvaluesateachpoint. In
this case, the recognition function must be invariant to
changes of both illumination condition and viewpoint.
Furthermore, we demonstrate, using the class of bilat-
erally symmetric objects, the tradeoff between the set
of objects that can be discriminated by a class-based
recognition function, and the set of images on which
the function is consistent. It is sometimes possible to
restrict the set of views and obtain highly discrimina-
tive class-based recognition function.
Finally, at the model-based level it is theoretically
always possible to deﬁne an optimal recognition func-
tion that is consistent on most images of the objects
and at the same time can discriminate between all the
objects in the set.
Inthecurrentstudyobjectsconsistingofpoints,con-
tours, or surface patches in space were considered.
Realobjectsaremorecomplex. However,manyrecog-
nitionsystemsproceedbyﬁrstﬁndingspecialcontours
or points in the image, and then applying the recogni-
tion process to them. The points or contours found
in the ﬁrst stage are usually projections of stable ob-
ject features. If such points (or contours) are used,
our results of the universal case apply to these systems
directly. The extension of these results to surfaces is
beyond the scope of this paper and is left for future
study.
Ageneralconclusionfromthisstudyisthattheclass-
basedlevelofprocessingcanbeadvantageousingener-
alizingtonovelviewpointandilluminationconditions,
since it is more speciﬁc than the universal level and
more general than model-based schemes. The results
established in this paper indicate that universal recog-
nition schemes cannot overcome the variation between
images of the same object due to changes in illumi-
nation condition and viewpoint. This is particularly
noteworthywithrespecttoillumination,sinceitisoften
assumed that illumination can be compensated for by
universaloperationssuchaslow-passﬁlteringandedge
detection. It follows that a recognition scheme should
attempt to compensate for illumination and viewpoint
variations at a more speciﬁc level of processing, i.e.,
class-based or model-based. As shown in this study,
the use of class-based scheme is possible for some, but
not all, classes of objects. Under the conditions exam-
ined in this study, a model-based recognition scheme
is always sufﬁcient for overcoming image variations
due to viewpoint and illumination conditions. How-
ever, class-based recognition schemes have an advan-
tage over model-based schemes since knowledge con-
cerningaknownclassofobjectscanbeusedforrecog-
nizing novel objects from the class in question, with-
out changing the recognition process. Model-based
schemes typically require multiple 2D views (or a de-
tailed 3D model) to recognize a novel object under dif-
ferentilluminationandviewpointconditions. Byusing
a class-based scheme, it becomes possible to general-
ize for illumination and viewpoint changes based on a250 Moses and Ullman
Table 2. Summary of our results. (a) This was shown for viewpoint in (Burns, Weiss and Riseman, 1992; Clemens and Jacobs, 1991; Moses
and Ullman, 1992) and for illumination in Proposition 4; (b) Since the reachability partition was shown to be trivial. (c) This was shown
for viewpoint in Proposition 2; (d-f) Examples of two classes were given: the class of bilaterally symmetric objects (Section 6.2) for which
the reachability is non-trivial with respect to both illumination and viewpoint, and the class of prototypical object (Section 6.1) for which the
reachability partition is trivial; (g) A set that contains only two objects that have a common image is an example of a set for which a consistent
recognition function does not exists; (h) follows directly from Deﬁnition 1 and (i) from Proposition 6.
Universal Class Model
Consistent (a) Constant (d) Depends on U (g) Depends on U
Optimal (b) Does not exist (e) Depends on U (h) Always exists
and excluded views
Imperfect (c) Does not exist (f) Depends on U (i) Always exists
and excluded views
single 2D view. To recognize for instance a face in a
novel image, such a scheme will use general proper-
tiesoftheclassoffacestocompensateforillumination
and viewpoint changes of a speciﬁc individual. Note
thatinusingsuchclass-basedrecognitionschemes, the
system must classify objects in the image before iden-
tifying them. For example, in order to identify a par-
ticular face, the system must ﬁrst determine the object
class (e.g., a face, a symmetrical object, etc.), then use
class-speciﬁc process to identify the face. Object clas-
siﬁcation, a useful process in its own right, is also used
here as a ﬁrst stage for more speciﬁc identiﬁcation.
A recent psychophysical study of the level at which
generalization takes place in the human visual sys-
tem suggests that the class-based level indeed plays
an important role in recognizing faces in novel im-
ages (Moses, Edelman and Ullman, 1995). The study
compared generalization capacity for upright and in-
verted faces. Inverted face images are known to be
more difﬁcult to recognize. The study did not focus
on this difﬁculty however, but on humans’ ability to
generalize from trained familiar views to novel ones.
A considerable difference was found in subjects’ abil-
ity to generalize from highly familiar to novel images
between the upright and inverted conditions. For up-
right faces, subjects could recognize novel images of a
face taken under different illumination and viewpoint
after learning a single image of the face in question.
This ability was signiﬁcantly impaired when inverted
faces were used in the training as well as in the testing
set. The difference in subjects’ ability to generalize to
novel views in upright and inverted faces indicates that
the process involved in overcoming image variations
due to changes in viewpoint and illumination direction
is not operating at the universal level. At the same
time, the ability to generalize to novel face images of
upright faces across very large variations in viewpoint
andilluminationconditions(upto54o ofcameradirec-
tion and left vs. right illumination) based on a single
2D view suggests a capacity to use class-based infor-
mation in the compensation process. Taken together,
the computational and psychophysical results suggest
that class-based processing is a promising direction in
object recognition for dealing with variations due to
viewpoint and illumination changes.
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Appendix Inconsistent recognition function
In this appendix, the proofs of claims 1, 2, 3, of Propo-
sition 2 are given.
Proof of Claim 1: Let ¹ B3n
0 be the close unit sphere
in R3n. By our assumption, for every O 2 ¹ B3n
0 there
exists an ²O such that ©f(O;²O) <D . Consider the
family of open sets B3n(O;²O=2) for every O 2 ¹ B3n
0 .
This is an inﬁnite cover of the unit sphere ¹ B3n
0 . Since
the sphere ¹ B3n
0 is a compact set, there exists a ﬁnite
subset, fB3n(Oi;² i=2)gm
i=0 that covers ¹ B3n
0 . Let ² be
theminimumradiusinthisﬁnitecover(² = min(²i=2),
for 0 · i · m). Since for each object in this cover,
©f(Oi;² i)<D , it follows that for each object in the
cover, there exists Di <Dsuch that ©f(Oi;² i)·D i
for 0 · i · m. Let ^ D be the maximum of Di inGeneralization to Novel Views 251
this ﬁnite cover. It follows that for every object in this
cover, ©f(Oi;² i)· ^ D<D .
Every object O 2 B3n
0 satisﬁes O 2 B3n(Oi;² i=2)
for some 0 · i · m, since fB3n(Oi;² i=2)gm
i=0 is a
cover of ¹ B3n
0 . In particular, since ² · ²i=2 for 0 · i ·
m it follows that every B3n(O;²) µ B3n(Oi;² i).W e
thus have:
©f(O;²) · ©f(Oi;² i)· ^ D<D
Hence, ©f(O;²) · ^ D for every x 2 B3n
0 .
Proof of Claim 2: By the sequence construction, the
objects Oi and Oi+1 differ by only one point. Let O
be the object that consists of the n¡1 identical points
of Oi and Oi+1. Let pi and pi+1 be the non-identical
points of Oi and Oi+1, respectively. We deﬁne the
object O [ p to be the object that consists of the point
p and the points of O. For example, Oi = O [ pi and
Oi+1 = O [ pi+1.
By our assumption, the distance between Oi and
Oi+1 is less than ±. Since Oi and Oi+1 differ only
in the points pi and pi+1, it follows that the distance
between pi and pi+1 is less than ±. Let p be the point
pi+pi+1
2 . ThedistancebetweenO[pandOi = O[pi
and the distance between O [ p and Oi+1 = O [ pi
are both less than ² (since we assume that ±<² .) It
follows that O [ pi;O[p i +1 2 B(O [ p;²)(a ball
of radius ² centered at O [ p).
d/2
A
Pi Pi+1
, Vi,c Vc,i+1
a
e
Pc
d/2 < 
Fig. Inconsistent recognition function.1. The two non-identical
points, pi and pi+1 in the B(p;²). A is the equidistance plane
between pi and pi+1. vi;c and vc;i+1 are the directions of
the common image of the object pairs (O [ pi;O [p c), and
(O [ pc;O[p i+1), respectively. (see proof of claim 2).
Consider the plane A of equidistant points from pi
and pi+1 in the sphere B(p;²). We claim that there
exists a point pc on A such that both object pairs (O [
pi;O[p c)and(O[pi+1;O[p c)sharerecognizable
images. We will next prove that if such a point does
not exist, then it contradicts Claim 1. Assume that for
everypointpc 2 A,oneofthepairs(O[pc;O[p i)or
(O[pc;O[p i+1)doesnotsharearecognizableimage.
Let vi;c and vc;i+1 be the directions of the common
image of the object pairs (O [ pi;O[p c), and (O [
pc;O[p i+1), respectively (see Figure 2). It follows
that at least one of these directions are confusable, that
is vi;c 2 ^ E(O [ p;²)or vc;i+1 2 ^ E(O [ p;²). What
is left to be shown is that if for every point pc 2 A
either the object pair (O [ pi;O[p c)or the object
pair (O [pi+1;O[p c)does not share a recognizable
image, then the measure ©f(O [ p;²) > ^ D, which
contradict Claim 1.
Consider the cone of directions, C with apex ®o
from the point pi to the plane A, where ® =
arctan(²=(d=2)) > arctan(²=(±=2)). This cone of
directions consists of all possible directions that result
inacommonimageofapairofobjects(O[pi;O[p c),
where pc 2 A. If an object O [ pc (pc 2 A) does
not share a recognizable image with O [ pi it follows
that the viewing directions: vi;c 2 C is confusable;
In particular it follows that this view vi;c 2 ^ E(O;²).
Let Bi be the set of views that correspond to a con-
fusable image of the object O [ pi and O [ pc where
pc 2 A. ItfollowsthatBi µ C\ ^ E(O;²). Inasimilar
manner we can consider Bi+1 µ C \ ^ E(O;²) to be
the set of directions that corresponds to the confusable
images of the objects O [ pi+1 and any of the objects
O[pc 2 A. Todealwiththesedirectionswedeﬁnethe
directionCorr(vc;i+1)=v i ; ctobethecorresponding
direction to the direction vc;i+1, in the sense that they
both relate to the same object O[pc. We consider the
corresponding directions of the confusable directions
associated with O [ pi+1 and O [ pc where pc 2 A.
In this case Corr(Bi+1) µ C.
Let B = Bi [ Corr(Bi+1) µ C. That is B con-
sists of all viewing directions that are associated with
all objects O [ pc where pc 2 A, such that either
O[pi or O[pi+1 share confusable images. We now
show that there exists a v 2 C such that v 62 B.I f
such ~ v exists, it follows that the objects O [ (pi + v)
share a recognizable image with Oi and Oi+1 (where
(pi + v) 2 A). Since B µ C, it is sufﬁcient to show
that B is contained in a set that its measure is less
than the measure of C. The measure of ^ E(O;²)is less
than ^ D by assumption. Furthermore, by our assump-
tion, if a given viewing direction v 2 ^ E(O;²) then252 Moses and Ullman
also ¡v 2 ^ E(O;²) (where ¡v is the vector in the op-
posite direction to v). It follows that the measure of
C \ ^ E(O;²) · ^ D=2. Similarly it can be shown that
Corr(Bi+1) is contained in a set with a measure less
than ^ D=2. It follows that B is contained in a set with
a measure less than ^ D=2+ ^ D=2= ^ D . We can choose
± such that the measure of C is larger than ^ D (since
when ± tend to zero the measure of C is tend to half the
unit sphere and ^ D<D ). Since d · ±, it follows that
B is contained in a set with a measure strictly smaller
then the measure of C.
Proof of Claim 3: Let Oi and Oi+1 be two successive
objectsthatshareaconfusableimage. Bythesequence
construction we can assume that Oi = O [ pi and
Oi+1 = O [ pi+1. The distance between Oi and
Oi+1 is > 2²=tan(®). Let n = jpi+1 ¡ pij=±.W e
can construct the sequence by choosing close enough
objects in the following manner:
Oi;j = O [ (pi +
j
n
(pi+1 ¡ pi))
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